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Abstract: This article investigates the syarah of the book an-Nail al-Ḥaṣīṣ fī Ḥikāyāt al-Ḥadīṣ (NHfHH) by Al-Imam Al Faqih Abu Laits As-Samarqandi with a focus on the study of syarah hadith methodology. This work by As-Samarqandi is classified as a book in the Sufism genre, which is arranged thematically and contains various explanations (syarah) of the saga. This research employs a qualitative design with literature research methods. Next, hadith data was collected from primary sources, namely NHfHH, and then the data was read by using the takhrīj hadith method to trace the hadith reference sources. This research found out that NHfHH by As-Samarqandi is using the ijmali syarah method, which explains its syarah globally. Next, the writing of the syarah is originated from companions, tabi’in, Sufism, explanation of verses of the Al-Qur’an, verses of poetry, and unidentified sources. The sharia style of this book has five varieties: fiqh, social, Sufi lore, linguistics and education. In addition, As-Samarqandi uses expository narration based on actual facts and data. A suggestive narrative is based on events that involve the reader’s imagination, so it is equipped with character dialogue, scenes of events, and resolution. The written book is comprehensively divided into chapters according to what society needs and is a tool for socialization about social values, motivation, and uplifting the soul. Thus, this makes this work accessible to understand, educates people on how to behave and do good deeds, and allows them to tolerate various events. Apart from that, it teaches an attitude of getting closer to Allah and trying to change a bad personality into a good one. In brief, NHfHH proves that the style of writing syarah hadith books has developed following society’s need for prophetic messages.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of syarah hadith is divided into various methods. The approach of syarah hadith development is using numbers of method, namely: ijmālī, tahlīlī or muqārān. As for understanding the hadith of the prophet, historical, sociological, and language approaches are being used (Burhanuddin, 2018). In brief, there are many syarah methods employed in order to be able to reveal and understand the content and meaning of the hadith book. The syarah hadith method research can be used as an example or model for today’s world to motivate every aspect in life in the society. So far, there are a lot of hadith kitab or book works by using syarah in the terms of performance and style of the syarah itself (Muhtador, 2018). In general, the hadith book of an-Nail al-Ḥaṣīs by as-Samarqandi is not as popular or well-known like any other books of hadith. In fact, the book of an-Nail al-Ḥaṣīs is just as interesting as other works. This hadith book has 200 chapters or 200 hadith equipped with saga, so that it can be served as a motivation of soul for the society (Al-Asmaraqandi, 1421).

An-Nail al-Ḥaṣīs book is dominated by Sufism figures who talked about the saga containing in this hadith book particularly in order to deliver the messages of Islam in a different and interesting way based on the expertise of the author (Muhtador, 2018). Today’s world needs more motivation and soul-stirring, hence; the relevance of syarah hadith method which reveals in detail the content or the meaning of the hadith book can be used by the society as the main tool or main platform. The focus is the syarah hadith methodology research with saga of the hadith book equipped with various hadith by the prophet. According to the investigation of the researcher, the writing of syarah hadith methodology is found in 2020 which discussed syarah methodology in the book of Al-Mawāṣīs Usfuriyah. The purpose of the researcher in writing the development is due to the gap of methodology research of syarah hadith in the An-Nail al-Ḥaṣīs book by as-Samarqandi. The An-Nail al-Ḥaṣīs hadith book is considered as attractive, provide messages, and qualified motivations (As-Samarqandi, 2019).

The traces of the civilization in literary works of important hadith book are considered as important due to the historical appearance of Islam religion in Arab which is very strong in literary tradition. The prophet is a role model who teaches the value of Islam in life in the form of literature. Literature of the work book in the physical form is of vital importance to express one’s inner mood or to socialize the idea of Islamic teaching. The ability of the society in literary work will resulted in a higher-level thinking, social status, etc. This article discusses about the hadith book of an-Nail al-Ḥaṣīs by as-Samarqandi with ṭasawuf of Sufism covered in hadith book which employs syarah with saga or Sufism which containing some stories of the soul-stirring. Middle-East is well known as the birth place of the organization of Sufism or tarekat such as Naqṣabandiyyah which is now well known in Indonesia. This city has already produced numbers of world great influencer experts of hadith. One of them is as-Samarqandi who has written the book of syarah hadith in the saga form (Ayis Mukholik, 2021).
So far, there has been quite a lot of discourses on syarah hadith studies, namely, Reika Astri Nuraziza (Reika Astri Nuraziza, Dadang Darmawan, 2022), Ana Cahyani Fatimah (Cahyani, 2019), Moh. Muhtador (Muhtador, 2018), Aan Supian (Supian, 2017) Muhammad Anshori (Anshori, 2017), Fatihatus Sakinah (Sakinah, 2020), Hendri Nadhiran (Nadhiran, 2020), Diah Ayu Fatimah (Fatimah, 2020), Fakhri Tajuddin Mahdy (Fakhri Tajuddin Mahdy, 2016), and Mentari Salsabila (Mentari Salsabila, 2021). The study about syarah methodology also conducted by Alfatih Suryadilaga (M. Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012), Kasan Bisri, Moh. Erfan Soebahar, A. Hassan Asy’ari Ulama’i (Kasan Bisri, Moh. Erfan Soebahar, 2021), Wahtu Darmalaksa (Darmalaksana, 2020), Hariono D (Hariono, 2019), Muhammad Alwi, Fatikhatul Faizah (Alwi, Fatikhatul, 2020), Darrotul Jannah (Jannah & Fakultas, 2017) and the study about research methodology on thematic hadith research conducted by Miski (Miski, 2021). Research methodology of syarah hadith with saga has been found in the previous studies such as, Diah Ayu Fatimah who conducted research on the problem related with the method of Al-Mawaiz Usfuriyah book (Fatimah, 2020). There found an emptiness of syarah hadith methodology research in the book of an-Nail al-Hasiṣ by As-Samarqandi. In fact, this hadith book has Islamic messages equipped with numbers of saga. In short, this research is focus on the an-Nail al-Hasiṣ book by As-Samarqand (Al-Asmaraqandi, 1421).

The author is trying to investigate and examine the text or the reference in the hadith book by using syarah hadith methodology. Therefore, this study will fill in the gap of the problems, namely: First, How are the characteristics of an-Nail al-Hasiṣ book by Al Imam Abu Laits as-Samarqandi. Second, How is the syarah as-Samarqandi method in an-Nail al-Hasiṣ book itself. Third, How is the writing portrait of the Hadith Book by employing saga based on the literature narration frame by Gorys Keraf. It is expected that this research will provide a deep understanding about syarah hadith methodology in an-Nail al-Hasiṣ book by As-Samarqandi by considering the characteristics of the methodology used in his book and also to review it according to the point of view of literature narration in order to enrich the investigation of hadith studies in the archipelago.

METHOD

This is an analytic-descriptive qualitative research method analytics (J. Maleong). The description of the event and analysis of saga narration in the written form is based on human point of view and bibliographic since the object of this writing is literature in the form of an-Nail al-Hasiṣ book by as-Samarqandi, (As-Samarqandi, 2019). The ijmālī method is used in the syarah research. Terminologically, syarah is derived from the word syaraha-yasyrahu-syarhan which means the interpretation, explanation, or elaboration or fassara, bayyana, basata (M. Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012). Syarah is used to explain or to describe a hadith based on the order in the hadith book of al-kutub al-sittah in brief, however it is also can be used to interpret the meaning in a liberal way by employing an easy to understand and easy to digest language with certain technique or syarah style (Darmalaksana, 2020). One of the syarah style is aṣar which is terminologically can be interpreted as side or former, aṣar can be divided into two, namely, aṣar sahabat which is everything about actions, words rely directly on sahabat or companions of the prophet (Ath-Thahhan, 2019). As for aṣar tabi’in is everything about utterances, actions rely on tabi’in (Ath-Thahhan, 2019). The sufism saga or the sufism lore is a sequence of story related with logical thinking and sometimes the story also cannot be explained (Zabidi Sayidi, 2022).
This research employs both primary and secondary data. The primary data is obtained from the main object of this research that is \textit{an-Nail al-Hašiš} book, and the secondary data is obtained through library sources which discusses the characteristics of \textit{An-Nail al-Hašiš} book in relation with literature narration topic (Keraf, 2010), syarah hadith methodology (M. Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012) and sources related with the discussion topic. Hadith takhrīj method is used to reveal the understanding of the hadith context or the principle of hadith origins. (Salamah Noorhidayati, 2017) The text interpretation is conducted by employing narrative approach which is always included in all literature study. The narration being used on this data analysis is Gorys Keraf narration. Next, Narration is a written story that represents a sequence of events arranged chronologically based on time order (Keraf, 2010). Operationally, the narration tasks of Gorys Keraf, namely: first, text interpretation which contains expository and suggestive narration which shows the description of the event. Second, it is a self-experiencing the event equipped with figuration and background represented in the form of saga. Third, analysis of the word found by using expository narration point of view or based on the fact and suggestive or figurative. Fourth, It is to elaborate the research results in a general language and is relevant with the context.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The Characteristics of \textit{an-Nail al-Hašiš} Book

The \textit{An-Nail al-Hašiš} book is in syarah time position in the form of syarah saga which serves as uplifting spirit to cheer up the heart or add to it the excitement and enjoyment to be easily understood in the book. The preface of \textit{An-Nail al-Hašiš} book reveals that this is one of the books of Islamic heritage which originally lay or came from Egypt. The \textit{An-Nail al-Hašiš} book is categorized as a devotional book, khtubah or advice in Arabic language as well as in Indonesian language as the interpretational language. The saga \textit{An-Nail al-Hašiš} book is one of the characteristics or practical models implemented in order to obtain advantage. The form of the original book version is written in handwriting, but handicapped by the weakness of the handwriting, since it is increasingly fading, confusing, and start to disappear. There has been effort to copying with care and effort and avoiding mistakes on this book (Al-Asmaraqandi, 1421). The writing of his works tends to do with text containing law, theological ethics, and exegetical (Haron M, 1994).

The Sufis figures, sahabat or companions, tabi’in is those who do the confirmation on each hadith containing in every discussion. The book is represented in chapters thematically. The first chapter is started with sincere or ikhlas until the end, also it is equipped with the quotation of hadith based on the certain theme (Yakin, 2021). The writing of the book is motivated by the life of the author and his hometown where he was born as the centre of the education, place to produce ulama, fuqaha, advisor and sufi figures. However, the \textit{An-Nail al-Hašiš} book is rarely examined in various Islamic boarding schools in Indonesia, but it is equipped with the motivation of the Prophet and soul-stirring inspirational story or soul built-up that may serve as devotional acts and can be applied in the real world as well as in daily life. The hadith mentioned in the book can be seen in the takhrīj and tahqiq. The book indicates that the hadith is takhrīj which can be seen on the main book. It means that the tahqiq can be conducted, so that this book has been examined carefully and thoroughly by muhaqqiq in relation with the hadith status and script authenticity, so that hadith status in this book in general can be classified as sahih in status (Yakin, 2021).

The poems in the book are not long enough; they are quite simple in form which contains wishful thinking, stories, history or wise motivation, so that it is included in the
book. This includes the addition of language codes to make things easier for art readers or literature. The poetry complements the book’s syarah using Sufi poetry containing Islamic teachings and advice as well as explanations of the verses of the Al-qur’an that are used as a reinforcement of the hadith that is above it and expresses the full message meaning that can be used as moral education in social life and the big themes of the book as-Samarqandi which are divided into social themes and Sufistic themes. The systematic compilation of the book is the hadith arranged in the book An-Nail al-Hasīs which consists of 200 motivations or 200 chapters contained in it. The book consists of hadith of the Prophet or the opinions of previous scholars of their time which discusses the attitudes that currently exist in the society, so that they have good quality. Moreover, the book is equipped with a table of contents on the first page when translated into Indonesian and at the end in the original printed book (As-Samarqandi, 2019).

The author of the book An-Nail al-Hasīs is a scholar and an expert motivator regarding hadith in the 4th century H or 3/9th century H is coinciding with the testimony of Muslims experiencing a disintegration of the unity of the Muslim kingdom under its leadership Bani Abassiyah. (Haron M, 1994). His name comes from as-Samarqandi, namely Al Imam Al Faqih Abu Laits as-Samarqandi or also known as Abu Hafsh Umar I-Naisaburi who was born in a village around 938 AD / 328 AH in Uzbekistan or fragments of the Soviet Union (As-samarqandi & Zadah, 2022). Meanwhile, according to an unknown source, Maulavi Abdul Hamid was born in 290/898 (Haron M, 1994), his real name is al Zahid Abu Layth Nashr bin Ibrahim as-Samarqandi (Hakim, 2022). The book was composed in 840 H during the lifetime of as-Samarqandi who coincided with the writing of the book Tanbihul Gāfīlin. The An-Nail al-Hasīs book states that names are used Al-Faqih, this name was given because of his very deep level of knowledge, apart from that he also earned the nickname as imam al-Huda (giver of guidance) (Madelung, 1996). His teachers included Muhammad bin Ibrahim at-Tuzy, who is in fact his own father who are also an expert in the field of fiqh and hadith, Abu Ja’far Al-Hinduani, and Muhammad bin al-Fadl Al-Balkhy. (Siti Shofiah, 2015) The scholars who are used as references in pursuing knowledge, namely: Abu Qasim Al Hakim, Abu Hasan Al-As’ari, the ruler of the Seljuq Bani and Muhammad bin Abi al-Fath. As for his students are included, Diyan al-addin al-Makki, Abu al-Fadl Muhammad bin Abi al-Qasim, Luwman bin Hakim al-Farqani and so on. (Alaudin, 2020)

As-Samarqandi is well known as someone who is proficient with law and productive among other scholars or ulama who produce various written works. (Alaudin, 2020) In most of his writings, he specifically discussed religious and ethical texts clearly which reflects his piety (Haron M, 1994). As-Samarqandi is a religious scholar of the Hanafi madzab and has style and content, among his works are as follow: Al-Nawāzīl fi al-Fatwa which discusses the existence of fatwas that have emerged In the Hanafi school of thought, the book Tanbihul Gāfīlin and the book Bustān Al-‘Arifin are used by Sufi orders so that it has unlimited influence in the field of law only but extends to the field of ethics and is even widely studied in Salaf Islamic boarding schools in the archipelago. (Ni’ām, 2017) The ideas of Sufism can inspire and influenced later Sufi thinkers and practitioners, even in practice or in the form of prose and poetry—even continues to be the subject of research by both scholars (East) and Islam in it. (Ni’ām, 2017) The Bahrdl ‘Uliam Book is a book discusses interpretations of the Hanafi school of thought, Al-Faq is a book about interpretation of hadith, and Ru’us al-Masail al-Fiqhiyah is a book about the science of jurisprudence. (Siti Shofiah, 2015) In the field of Sufism, namely the book Bustān Al-‘Arifin and in the field of Ushul Al-Din, it is Risalah al-
Syarah Methodology of an-Nail al-Ḥaššī Book

The An-Nail al-Ḥaššī book is not only containing 200 chapters in total, but it also has syarah hikayat or saga in it to add understanding toward hadith implemented in the book itself. This book tends to use syarah ijmalī method by elaborating hadith based on the order of the sequence in the book of kutub al-sittah which is done in brief and also related with the theme and the existed hadith. Even though the form of the syarah is only about saga and also not so many spaces for the opinion of the scholars or ulama, however the proper explanation about certain hadith is might be available with the help of tahlili or muqarin methods (M.Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012).

It is narrated that Ahmad bin Abdullah-who is the friend of Ibrahim bin Adham who is the crown prince of the King of Khurasan-as follow: One day Ibrahim bin Adham stood not far away from his palace, he saw a man ate the breadcrumbs. Ibrahim bin Adham was stunned. He looked at the man carefully until the man has finished his breadcrumbs, then he drank the water from the river located not far away from the palace. After that, the man was asleep sound and safely. Learning about it,
Ibrahim bin Adham has something in his mind. He assigned some people and told them to bring the man to him once he has woken up. After woken up, the assigned people by Ibnu Adham told the man, “My lord who lives in this palace wanted to talked to you.” The man then was brought into the palace. As the man approaching, Ibrahim bin Adham said that “Oh you, I saw you ate the breadcrumbs. Were you hungry?” The man replied, “Yes.” Ibrahim bin Adham then asked another question, “Then you can fall asleep sound and safely without any burden?” He replied, “Yes.” Ibrahim bin Adham spoke in his heart, “What have I done all this time in this world?” Satisfying mere lust.

The next thing, Ibrahim bin Adham was wandered on a mission looking for Allah. He wanted to emigrate or hijrah to Allah with a pure and clean heart and the right intention. In his way, he met someone who was very handsome, dress neatly, and smells good. This man was greeting him, “Oh you, where did you come from? And where did you want to go?” Ibrahim replied, “From this world to the afterlife.” The man then asked him, “Oh you were you hungry?” Ibrahim replied, “Yes.” The man then conducted 2 raka’ah prayers, later salam. Suddenly, on his right side there were available foods, and on his left side there were available drinks. Then, he said, “Please enjoy them.” Ibrahim bin Adam then ate and drank appropriately just to fulfil his basic needs. The man then replied, “Think, understand, don’t be sad, and no rush, since rush is the characteristics of satan. Oh you, if Allah permits kindness to a servant, he will make his heart a lamp to be able to distinguish right from wrong, when other people find it difficult to differentiate between the two. Oh you, I will be taught you the greatest name of Allah. If you were hungry, read that as a du’a to Allah, so that he will make you full. And, if you were thirsty, read that as a du’a to Allah, so that he will quench your thirst. If you were sitting together with the kind people, you may put yourself a land for them to stand up. Because Allah will be angry to you due to their anger, likewise Allah will be pleased due to their pleasure.”

“Oh you, please took this much, and I would take this much.” Ibrahim said that, “I was unmoved.” Then the man said that, “O Allah, please covered me from him, and cover him from me.” After that, I don’t know where he went to. I would continue my journey. I could still remember the greatest name of Allah he taught me. In the middle of the next journey, I met a handsome man, dress neatly, and smell good. He touched my shoulder and told me that, “What did you want? What have you met in this journey?” I replied, “A man with the particular characteristics. He taught me this and this.” The man was suddenly crying. I replied, “Swear, who was exactly that person?” The man replied, “Ilyas. Allah sent him to you to teach you about your religion.” And I asked, “So, who were you?” he replied, “I am Khidir.” In brief, since the emigration or the hijrah of Ibrahim is sincere because of Allah, which is emphasized with the real action, then he met the representatives of Allah. He learned the greatest name of Allah from them. As the result, he finally could achieve karamah and maqam due to his sincere intention and his hijrah or emigration only because of Allah.”

The hadith explained above employs the literal meaning by using easy understandable language and its delivery also uses short and brief vocabulary (M.Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012). Syarah studies actually related with research about narrator or matan who differentiate meaning of each word in a hadith, but it is different from the book of An-Nail al-Ḥāṣiṣ which uses saga or hikayat. The research result of the researcher on syarah model of An-Nail al-Ḥāṣiṣ book consists of asar sahabat, asar tabi’in, the story told by the Sufi, unidentified story or unclear story, the addition to the explanation of Al-qur’an verses and the addition to the poetry stanzas.
For example, the researcher found out about ṣār. Terminologically, ṣār means side or former. Next, the terminology of ṣār sahabat itself is everything related with actions, utterances directly to the Prophet. (Ath-Thahhan, 2019)

The jumurul ulama said that usually ṣār, is similar to khabar and hadith. According to the expert of fiqh, the term of ṣār can be interpreted as the utterances of the salaf ulama, sahabat, and the like. Ṣār itself is more general comparing to khabar, ṣār is connected directly to the Prophet and the like. As for khabar, it is coming directly to the prophet ʿullah wa alayh bowlasalam. Ṣār sahabat in the saga book is containing story originated from one of ṣār sahabat. Terminologically, ṣār sahabat means everything related with actions, utterances which are relying on sahabat. (Ash-Shiddieqy, 2013)

Abu Hurairah said that, “Someone from Bani adh-Dhabib named Rifa’ah bin Zaid gifted a slave named Mud’im to Rasulullah. Then, Rasulullah headed to Wadi al-Qura. Once arrived there, Mud’im who is in the same journey with Rasulullah suddenly hit by a stray arrow. He died because of that. The people then said that, ‘Congratulation for him, he is awarded with paradise.’ Rasulullah replied, ‘No, by Allah who controls my soul, that the turban that he got from ganimah that has not been distributed has ignite the fire of hell.’ Hearing that, someone appear to bring one or two shoe laces, then he gave it to Rasulullah and said that ‘The hell shoe lace.”

The explanation of the above syarah which containing saga reveals that Ibnu Abbas is one of the companions of Rasulullah who can be found in the chapter fail entering paradise due to stealing. In short, the saga or hikayat is originated from Ibnu Abbas in which it reveals the punishment for people who are jealous, commit adultery, cheat, act unjustly, and be treasonous. The hadith quoted in the saga is indeed trustworthy.

Narrated by Ibnu Abbas, the nature of envy or revenge does not arise in a people, except Allah put fear into their hearts. It is not permissible for adultery to spread among a people, except that among them there were many deaths. It is not for people to reduce the scale or measure, unless Allah stops their sustenance. It is not true that people decide the law independently unjust, unless, there will be widespread bloodshed among them. And not a tribe betray a treaty, unless the enemy will overwhelm them.

Aṣar tabi’in is used in the book containing the utterances of the ulama or the scholars. The word aṣar is employed only for the utterances of the tabi’in (Ash-Shiddieqy, 2013). Syarah is indeed can be found in both aṣar. Aṣar tabi’in is the one relying directly to the tabi’in in terms of utterances, actions, and the like. There is a written explanation in one of the chapters on how Rasulullah calming down his companions or sahabat which is about a Christian who is converted into Islam.
Abu Hurairah said that, when Rasulullah is at Hira cave together with Abu Bakar, Umar, Utsman, Ali, Thalhah, and az-Zubair. Suddenly the rock is moving. Rasulullah said that, "Calm down, above you is a prophet, trustworthy man, and syahid."

The above hadith is syarah with asar tabi‘in in which there were found elaboration or narration derived from one of tabi‘in Wahab bin Munabbih and also hadith containing in one of the asar tabi‘in can be classified as qualified and trustworthy. The syarah of the hadith can be grouped as Sufism pattern that described about a figure originated from the group of Sufis.

It is told that Imam asy-Syafi‘i said that, “Whoever studies Al-Qur’an, his value will increase. Whoever studies fiqh, his ability will be added. Whoever writes the hadith, his argument will be strengthened. Whoever studies arithmetic, his perspectives will be improved. And, whoever does not protect himself and his honour, then his knowledge is useless.” A scholar left a will to his son, “O my son, whoever does not endure the fatigue of studying even for a moment, then he will forever be stupid. Truly, a learner will experience fatigue and pleasure during his study time. If he can use both of them, he will be success. However, if he left them, he will be failing. Truly, praising a knowledgeable person will reveal his hidden knowledge. As for being humble can be a caused to his patience. The emergence of the hidden knowledge may bring benefits. The well-maintained patience will add a lot to the knowledge gained.

The above hadith is syarah by using many different explanations in each source of its syarah and also include problems which are relevant with the context of daily life in the form of hikayat or saga. The content of each syarah is trying to make it easy to understand and to digest. In addition, the language aspect being used is also carefully implemented. There are many different kinds of pattern in the book, namely, fiqh, linguistics, tasawuf, social, and education patterns. The other syarah can be found in the book that employs tasawuf pattern in which its syarah is using the emerge meaning, also the existence of the verses, the explanation of the verses equips with the teaching of tasawuf. (Ramdhani, 2018) As for the process of the verse’s interpretation in this particular book is conducted by using hikayat or saga or contains stories and also the existence of social and education patterns, and social issues. The following table is the research result of the classification of syarah source and different kinds of pattern in the book itself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atsar sahabat</th>
<th>Atsar Tabi‘in</th>
<th>Sufi Saga</th>
<th>Unclear source</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38 chapters</td>
<td>23 chapters</td>
<td>46 chapters</td>
<td>93 chapters</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. sources of hadith commentary
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern type</th>
<th>Number of Chapters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiqh Pattern</td>
<td>78 chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Pattern</td>
<td>4 chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufism Pattern</td>
<td>38 chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Pattern</td>
<td>32 chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Pattern</td>
<td>50 chapters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Various Patterns in Hadith book**

The review of the above table is that the book is using at about 38 aṣar sahabat, 23 aṣar tabi’in, 93 Sufi saga, and 93 unclear stories. Moreover, the book is employing usūl fiqh, language, sufism, social, and education patterns which are divided into 200 chapters based on the theme and the context of the problem. The An-Nail al-Ḥaṣiṣ book is using historical approach which is implemented with hadith and strengthened with saga or hikayat containing events or stories related with the emergence of the hadith itself. Indeed, syarah equipped with saga is really helpful in understanding the content of the written hadith in each hadith being quoted (M.Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012). In the book of the saga itself, there is a story of Israiliyat sourced from the jews and christians, namely, Ka’ab Ahbar and Wahab bin Munabbih.

**The Writing Portrait of Hadith Book by Using Hikayat or Saga Based on the Framework Point of View of Literature Narration by Gorys Keraf**

In general, An-Nail al-Ḥaṣiṣ book contains advice, recommendation, benefit, and motivation which are delivered in the form of saga narration to make it attractive and to inspire the reader as well as to learn the knowledge in it. Its tendency is that the saga is containing story, law, biography, genealogical history to comfort the reader’s heart to later grow the reader’s spirit and willing to implement the moral, religious, social, and good culture values (Mughi, 2017). The expertise or skill and genealogy or birth in the family in the Sufism community has made his works produce such a book with tasawuf genre (Saryono, 2020). The tasawuf aspect in many of his works that has been written has different kinds of pattern; one of them is by using saga to deliver Islamic messages, so that it can be well understood. The author of An-Nail al-Ḥaṣiṣ book also makes it easier for the reader to find the various styles implemented in his works. In short, the writing style is interesting since it is also heavily influenced by his background of life. (Mughi, 2017)

The implementation of tasawuf or Sufism appropriately has provided a gap in today’s world which indicated with only a few numbers of scholars that can be the role model, so that the existence of book works in the form of saga has become a new update in facing today’ problems (Ni’am, 2107). The works written by as-Samarqandi contains ethics text, theology, law, and exegetical (Haron M, 1994). The assumption of the researcher about the description of the previous written works also similar with the other book author who also writes about saga which requires deep understanding and can be connected with the grammatical aspect. Understanding or comprehension of a meaning of a text is of vital importance to help to digest the existed expression in a language, utterance or written works. One of the syarah hadith that can be studied which is in the form of saga is the work of as-Samarqandi by comparing the word or the language (Hardiman, 2015). The use of saga with syarah ijmali model which is global by considering that global meaning is formed by using exposition to clarify the facts of events in the written book by looking the relevance of the hadith or theme contexts divided into chapters (M.Alfatih Suryadilaga, 2012).

The argumentation of the author of the book is that in delivering messages of Islam, the author employs saga based on the real-life event in the society or originated directly from the experience of the author himself (Madelung, 1996). The argumentation form was selected by the author as an effort to influence the society to gain their trust to later direct
the society to react according to the purpose of the author (Keraf, 2010). These are related with the written works of As-Samarqandi which used exegetical text (Haron M, 1994). The narration of saga in this book is expository that narratively tell an event based on the actual and trustworthy fact and data originated from the people who actually experiencing an event and also it is syarah by using saga presented in a subjective way. The hadith book focused on the narration power in the form of saga is aimed to make it easier for the reader to understand and accepting the message as well as fully motivated (Trihatmoko & Sugioyo, 2019).

The analysis of the expository power and the subjective review in one of the syarah in the form of saga is about an activity in Masjid in which it is an activity to waiting for the corpse to be prayed for. It is described in the expository narration based on fact and denotative, Masjid is a worship place for Muslim (Roycha & Hendratno, 2023). The saga quotation in the hadith is equipped with Al-Junaid who is a Sufi figure, as follow:

حكي عن الجُنـَيْد - قَدَسَ اللَّهُ سِرّه - أنَّهُ قَالَ: كَانَ يَوْمًا جَالسًا فِي مَسْجِدٍ اِتْتَمَّ مَنْ شَاءَ لَهُ وَهَلَّلَ أَطْلَعَ عَلَى أَهْلِ بَغدادٍ فِي طُبُقَاتِهِ جَلَّوْا يَنتَظُرُونَ الْجَنازة

It is narrated from Al-Junaid—may Allah have mercy on his secret—which he said: One day I was sitting in Masjid waiting to be prayed and the people of Baghdad were sitting in the layers waiting for the funeral.

The use of subjective point of view, in this case Al-Junaid can be traced by the use of first-person pronoun in the form of narration reader represented by as-Samarqandi as the collector and the author to make it into a written work can be considered as subjective. The integrative approach is used as an effort to explain problems related with interaction in the environment and experience in life. (Mutma’inah, 2017) The author explained in the form of saga obtained from the person who are actually experiencing the real-life event in accordance with life-context relevance such as ghibah or gossiping both in an open speech and in one’s heart (Haron, 1994). The above context understanding cannot be separated from the past time and it is highly possible to be fast-developed in today’s world. (Layyinatus Sifa, 2019). The suggestion narration containing in the book is using connotative or figurative meaning, but syarah hadith had found a lot of denotative words or real-word meaning with a subjective point of view (Keraf, 2010).

حكي عن بعضهم أنه قال: الصمت زين العالم وستر الجاهل قبل: اجتمع أربعة ملوك ملك الهند وملك الصين وكسرى وقيصر، فقال أحدهم: أنا أندم على ما قلت ولا أندم على ما لم أقل وقال الآخر: إنني تتكلمت بكلمة بكلمنا ولم تكلمنا وإذا لم تكلمنا ولم تتكلم وكلمني وقال الثالث: عجبت للمتكلم إنه ضرته لم ترجع عليه لم تفعه وقال الرابع: على ما أنا لم أقل القدر مني على رد ما قلت فهذا الفضل الكبير للصم

It is said that, the pious said that, “Silence is the adornment of a knowledgeable person and a curtain for a stupid person. A pious person once told that, “I gathered with four kings: king of India, king of China, king of Kisra, and Emperor. One of them said that, ‘I regret what I said and I do not regret what I did not say.’ One of them said that, ‘If I say something, I master it, but it did not master me. But, if I haven’t said anything, I master it and that thing do not master me.’ The third king said that, “I am amazed when people speak. If his words were turned against him, it would endanger him. But if it did not turn against him, his word also would not benefit him. The fourth king said that, “I shouldn’t have said it. It is much better for me than having to go back on my own words.” “ So, these are the benefits of silence. Also, these are the reasons behind his order.

قال المصنف لهذا الكتاب تفع الله به ومعه بطول مدة: أصل الكذب والغيبة والنكبة والخوض في الباطل وما لعبه والتحريف والتصحيف والزور والتقضان وسوء الهوى وسوء الخلق وسوء الحلف وسوء الحلف وسوء الخلق وسوء السبب وسوء الصورة، وكسب جميع تلك الآفات من آفات الإنسان إما صريحًا وإمالة

(As-Samarqandi, 1421)
The author said that. “May Allah gives benefit to the following writing: The root of lies, backbiting or gossiping, fighting against each other, vile deeds, riya, hypocrisy, arrogance, feeling holy, greedy, falling into falsehood, deviation, wrong words, adding or subtracting words, lies, hurting other people, bad manners, and exposing one’s private parts of the body for both male and female, these are all disasters of the tongue, whether openly or not. Whoever is silent, means he is safe from all that.

The use of connotative or figurative word مثلمة means fighting against each other or bring into the conflict or clash. The actual use of the word is to show deviation in explaining a complicated meaning to make it easier to be understood or imagined, but the word also provides the sense of beauty and a little bit emphasize on the word expression in syarah in the form of saga (Mubarat & Ilhaq, 2021). The mastery of the language or the meaning of saga has become the centre of both the easiness and difficulties in absorbing the content as well as to widen the knowledge (Chadis, 2014). The attractive language and interesting style of information delivery will make it easier for the reader to digest as well as to add imagination or one’s curiosity. The saga is presented not only in the sequence of words of an event, but it is also aimed to ignite curiosity of the reader which is formed through the dialogue, description of acts and ended up with a solution (Keraf, 2010).

Syarah of silence is the source to the benefit or maslahat, so that it creates responds from the author who explain in syarah to later bring advantage to the reader in relation with the benefit of saying a good and nice word or rather to be silent to provide safety to someone. (Layyinatus Sifa, 2019). Nowadays, the context is not only spoken words due to the advance technology, but also includes the published sentence which can be read or seen by lots of people as the interaction in the social media (Indriani, 2019). Accusing other people as bad by throwing accusations, exposing other’s people mistakes and others, then these are both dangerous and cause losses. Motivation is considered as the connecting joint or junction of a narrative work in the form of saga (Zulianti & Bowo, 2023). The author writes the book in the form of saga with certain motivation and purpose behind it.

The written work in the form of saga will be very attractive and refreshing for human mind to later be able absorbing and encouraging values to solve the problems faced in the real-life by persuasive way in an effort to influence by using sequence of words in an interesting narration form (Werdinginsih & Sutrisno, 2019). The interconnection of a work of an author will be related closely with one’s psychological condition and one’s soul, so that it can be easily be influenced (Irianto & Rachmadullah, 2023). The work is written by the author by delivering or using the idea in conveying a message in the form of hadith book with syarah saga. The other hadith book works in the form of saga also can be found in the hadith book such as Al-Mawaʻız al-‘Usfuriyyah and Tanbih Al-Gāfīlin, An-Nawāḍīr Syaikh Qalyubi, indeed it is also in the form of saga by using prose or narration such as in tarikh Luqman al-Hakim, hikayat Rabi’ah al-Adawiyah, and the like (Abdul Hadi W. M., 2014).

The book written by as-Samarqandi has kept its effectivity by representing skill in the form of saga equipped with event based on the theme. The author of the book is integrating the problems related with social issue in the saga, so that narration is part of the work or the writing technique just like any other written works (Khairunnisa, 2020). The work is represented by using the third person perspective in telling something impersonally in which the author is not the one who separate, but to represent an imaginary narrator, but witnessing directly the event or the real-life fact (Haron, 1994). The mix of the point of view with the narration in the saga is using directed point of view through dialogues of the first-person point of view. Once the narrator talks about or describes about saga in the form of
dialogue that reflects as if the event is real, witnessing directly and easy to be understood (Ika Ratnasari, Sumarwati, Sarwiji, 2016)

CONCLUSION

The methodology research of An-Nail al-Ḥaṣṣī book by As-Samarqandi is a literature work written based on his experience of pursuing knowledge toward many scholars or ulama and also his skill and ability in writing. Moreover, As-Samarqandi can produce many works equipped with his expertise as a motivator. It contains hadith equipped with syarah in the form of saga; hence, it makes it different from other syarah hadith book. The work of As-Samarqandi is filled with motivation and saga to build the soul in the form of long narration and containing interesting stories of the figure of the story, the explanation of the Al-Qur’an, and the poetry stanzas to add values to the book itself as well as to assure a context. The systematic of the book is arranged based on chapters or themes discussed or based on the context of the time.

Methodologically, the An-Nail al-Ḥaṣṣī book is using ijma’ali method which explains its syarah in a global way or undetailed. The writing of the syarah in the book can be divided into 5 patterns. The variety of the patterns that can be found, namely, fiqh, social, tasawuf or Sufism, language, and education, also things derived from or that can be based on sahabat or the companion of the prophet and the tabi’in which are called as asar. The story which has unclear origin in a certain pattern and this atsar is revealed in the form of saga. The book contains story that derived from Jews figure is called as Israiliyat that can be found in the figures such as Ka’ab Ahbar and Wahb bin Munabbih. The approach implemented by the hadith book is historical and sociological.

There are many patterns that can be found in the An-Nail al-Ḥaṣṣī book which uses expository narration based on the fact and the actual data also suggestive narration based on figurative that loads the value of language beauty. The use of literature narration has made it interesting for the reader to digest and understand. It is also served as a means to socialize regarding good moral value, motivation, and knowledge by using written work such as book. The message delivery to the society is through the narration or description of a context or event that is elaborated in the form of saga and equipped with figure’s dialogues. Comprehensively, the written of the saga is in based on the chapters or themes needed by the society or in accordance to the needs of the time. As for the language used in the book: it is easy to digest, easy to comprehend and it is a real good reading source for the society for both now and the future time.
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